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Abstract

Recent interest in the automatic processing of meetings is
motivated by a desire to summarize, browse, and retrieve im-
portant information from lengthy archives of spoken data. One
of the most useful capabilities such a technology could pro-
vide is a way for users to locate “hot spots” or regions in which
participants are highly involved in the discussion (e.g. heated
arguments, points of excitement, etc.). We ask two questions
about hot spots in meetings in the ICSI Meeting Recorder cor-
pus. First, we ask whether involvement can be judged reliably by
human listeners. Results show that despite the subjective nature
of the task, raters show significant agreement in distinguishing
involved from non-involved utterances. Second, we ask whether
there is a relationship between human judgments of involvement
and automatically extracted prosodic features of the associated
regions. Results show that there are significant differences in
both F0 and energy between involved and non-involved utter-
ances. These findings suggest that humans do agree to some
extent on the judgment of hot spots, and that acoustic-only cues
could be used for automatic detection of hot spots in natural
meetings.

1. Introduction
Recent interest in the automatic processing of meetings is moti-
vated by a desire to summarize, browse, and retrieve important
information from lengthy archives of spoken data. One of the
most useful capabilities such a technology could provide is a way
for users to locate “hot spots”, or regions in which participants
are highly involved in the discussion (e.g., heated arguments,
points of excitement, and so on). Such regions are likely to con-
tain important information for users who are browsing a meeting
of for applications of information retrieval.

The precise definition of a hot spot is admittedly and nec-
essarily open-ended, because hot spots can have very different
characteristics—from excited brainstorming to tense disagree-
ment. Nevertheless, a common characteristic across hot spots
is that they display high “involvement”. As will be shown in
the experiments involvement seems to be closely related to “ac-
tivation” which is one of two basic dimensions that are useful
to describe emtions [1] [2]. In this work we define hot spots as
regions in a meeting in which there is high involvement on the
part of two or more participants.

We ask two questions about hot spots in meetings in the ICSI
corpus of naturally-occurring meetings:

• Can human listeners agree on utterance-level judgments
of speaker involvement?

•
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Do judgments of involvement correlate with automati-
cally extractable prosodic cues?

he questions of human judgments and acoustic correlates
olvement are addressed in two separate studies. First, a
experiment was set up where subjects were asked to rate

nces with respect to involvement (Section 2). Based on
sults of this experiment (Section 3) acoustic features based
and energy were analysed with respect to their correlation
erceived involvement (Section 4).

2. Method
ata for the experiment was derived from a subset of meet-
f the ICSI Meeting Recorder Corpus [3]. This corpus con-
f recordings of naturally-occurring meetings on scientific
. Speakers were recorded by both far field and individual

-talking microphones; we use the latter for this work.
subset of 13 meetings was selected and analysed with re-

to involvement. The subset consisted of different meetings
same group of people, with about 4 to 8 speakers from
6 (2 female, 4 male) attended regularly and contributed

of the data. In a first step utterances from the meetings were
d by one rater with respect to perceived involvement while
ing to the whole meeting. Two special cases of involvement
identified in the data as having strongly differing charac-
cs: amusement and disagreement. Most of the remaining
ed utterances were perceived as conveying interest, sur-

or excitement. Therefore, the class of involved utterances
ubdivided into amused, disagreeing and other. The fourth
ory was not particularly involved. During this pass, peri-
f about half a minute to one minute in the meeting where
than one participant had a high level of involvement were
d as hot spots. It was observed that hot spots, too, can

tegorized into types, based on the types of involvement in
component utterances. Thus hot spots were also labeled as
amused, disagreeing, or other.
has been argued that the perception of emotion is strongly
nced by context [4]. Thus, context information might be
l for the detection of involvement. However, for automatic

tion it would be desirable to rely as much as possible on the
tic features of an utterance alone. If human listeners are
o detect involvement reliably from utterances in isolation,
trongly indicates the presence of acoustic cues. Therefore,
ose to present isolated utterances. Furthermore, for the
ents of utterances we decided to rely on people who were

iar with the speakers in the meetings. It is reported in the
ture (e.g. [5] p.20) that people find it difficult to determine

otion of a person they do not know. This is because they



do not know the relevant baseline of what level is “neutral” for
that person. An automatic detector of involvement should be
able to normalise for a speaker specific baseline.

The experiment was carried out via a web interface. Since it
was not clear if the concept of involvement would be easy to un-
derstand we decided to mix verbal explanations and examples in
the instructions for the raters. Thus, involvement was introduced
with respect to hot spots, which were described as “places in con-
versation where multiple participants get especially involved”.
In order to give the raters an idea about what was meant by hot
spots and involvement, they could listen to one example of each
type of hot spot as labeled earlier by one annotator. Thus, the
subjects could determine themselves which of the utterances in
the hot spot they considered as particularly involved. This gave
them an impression of involvement within the context of a hot
spot, but left the decision over the involvement baseline for a
specific speaker to the rater.

During the experiment the raters could listen to each ut-
terance as often as they wanted. They had then the choice to
rate an item as one of three “involved” categories (disagreeing,
amused, other) or as Not especially involved, or as Don’t Know.
The raters were asked to base their judgment as much as possi-
ble on the acoustics of the utterances. This was done in order
to minimise effects of the propositional content of an utterance
on the judgment because we wanted to capture the pragmatic
and emotional information that is conveyed by an utterance. For
example, people might tend to rate the utterance “I disagree”
as disagreeing even though it is non involved at all or said in a
rather amused way. We wanted to avoid such ratings.

3. Inter-rater agreement

In order to assess how consistently listeners perceive involve-
ment, inter-rater agreement was measured by Kappa for both
pairwise comparisons of raters and overall agreement. Kappa
computes agreement after taking chance agreement into account.
In [6], pairwise Kappa is modified to capture agreement among
more than two raters. This measure assumes an identical number
of ratings for all utterances. Because not all listeners rated all
available utterances, this reduced the number of utterances used
in the all-way Kappa computation.

Nine listeners, all of whom were familiar with the speakers
(as discussed above), provided ratings for at least 45 utterances.
Several other raters provided additional ratings (to a maximum of
150 utterances). In the nine-way comparison, 13 of the 45 utter-
ances were rated as Don’t Know by at least one rater. Therefore,
only 8 ratings were considered for each of these 45 utterances,
by randomly omitting one rating for utterances with 9 ratings.

Inter-rater agreement for the high-level distinction between
involved and non involved yielded a Kappa ofκ = .59 (p < .01),
a value considered quite reasonable for subjective categorical
tasks. When Kappa was computed over all four categories, it
was reduced to κ = .48 (p < .01). indicating that (after ad-
justing chance for the higher number of classes) there is more
difficulty in making distinctions among the types of involvement
(amused, disagreeing and other) than in making the high-level
judgment of the presence of involvement. This could be due to
the heterogeneous class of other which covers all the remaining
data of involved utterances and gives the rater no canonical idea
of what it refers to. More investigations are needed to determine
if it is possible to establish further classes that are easier for raters
to distinguish.
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1: Pairwise κ for inter-rater agreement for two categories
upper right and for four categories in the lower left (in

). Black triangles indicate nonnative raters.

Group #
Raters

#
Ratings

κ
2 cat. 4 cat.

All 9 8 .59 .48
Nonnative 3 3 .52 .33
Native 6 5 .63 .55

2: κ for inter-rater agreement for two and four categories
e group of native speakers and the group of nonnative speak-

Pairwise agreement

tain more fine-grained results, κ was also computed for
pair of raters (it thus also included substantially more rated
nces), as shown in table 1. Both the two-way and four-
esults are shown in the Table. As can be seen, agreement
s differ depending on the raters. It seems that some raters
mply better than others at the task, since high and low
ment values tend to correlate with raters.

Native vs. nonnative raters

ossible explanation for the agreement differences by raters
t ratings differ for natives and nonnatives, when judging na-
tterances. All utterances used were spoken by native (or in
ase a perceptually-native) speakers of American English.
ative raters are marked in Table 1 by a black triangle. In or-
determine the effect of nativeness on ratings we computed
appas for these two groups separately. Results are shown
le 2. As shown, Kappas for the nonnative group are lower
hose for the native speakers. In particular, agreement with
ct to the more detailed 4 categories is noticeably lower in
nnative group (κ = .33). Although from this small sam-
is not possible to draw conclusions on the nature of the
(it could be linguistic or cultural) it is interesting to note

ativeness plays a role in such judgments.

4. Acoustic cues to involvement
our long term goal is automatically detecting hot spots,
portant question is: What cues could help us to detect
ement? Here we focus on prosody for two reasons. First,

st for now, there is not enough data in the corpus to allow
t language modeling. Second, prosody does not require the
s of an automatic speech recogniser, which might not be
ble for certain audio browsing applications or have a poor
rmance on the meeting data.



Involvement seems to be related to emotion although not in
a very distinctive way. Involvement comprises a wide range of
emotion-related states such as amusement, surprise, excitement,
curiosity etc. From research on speech and emotion it is known
that prosodic features, especially F0, show good correlations
with certain types of emotions. It has proven useful to describe
emotions in terms of two dimensions: evaluation and activation
(e.g. [1]). Evaluation describes the positive or negative valence
that is associated with a feeling. Activation is defined as “the
strength of the person’s disposition to take some action” ([2] p.
39). This is in fact closely related to the notion of involvement
which means that a speaker displays a high interest or concern in
a current topic — be it in terms of positive approval or negative
disagreement.

In [2], results of several investigations are reported that in-
dicate that acoustic features tend to be more dependent on such
dimensions than on emotions. According to this study, an in-
crease in mean and range of the fundamental frequency (F0) can
be observed in more activated speech as well as tense voice qual-
ity. In general, pitch related measures, energy and duration can
be useful indicators of emotion.

4.1. Acoustic features

Given the hypothesized relationship between involvement and
activation, several F0 features were computed and compared
between utterances rated as involved and those rated as non in-
volved. Additionally, energy based features of voiced segments
were computed. For each word either the average (av-), mini-
mum (mi-), or maximum (ma-) value was considered1. In order
to obtain a single value for an utterance, the average (av-), min-
imum (mi-) or maximum (ma-) over all words was computed.
Only the most meaningful features were considered. For exam-
ple, instead of computing the minimum of the maximum values
the range (rg-) was computed as the difference between the ma-
and mi- values of an utterance. For F0 and energy, either abso-
lute (a-) or normalised (b- z- bz-) values were used.

The most simple normalisation scheme that was used was
the z-score. It is computed by removing the mean obtained
over all values of a speaker in a meeting and dividing by the
corresponding standard deviation. This normalisation is denoted
by z-. For F0 a more sophisticated normalisation was performed
with respect to the baseline BLspk, i.e. the lowest assumed F0
value, of a speaker2. The normalised F0 value was achieved by

b-F0 = log
F0

BLspk
(1)

These baseline normalised F0 values can also be mean and
variance normalised over all values of a speaker in a meeting.
This is indicated by bz-. Note that the b- and bz- normalisations
can only be applied to F0. In summary, the name of a feature is
generally composed by four parts:

normal- utterance word basic
isation level level feature


a−
b−
z−
bz−







ma−
mi−
av−
rg−





ma−

mi−
av−




[
F0
En

]

1We used word based features out of convenience because they are
provided in a prosody database for the meeting corpus. We expect similar
performance for frame based features.

2For more details on how to determine the baseline frequency cf.
[7]. For a short overiew of the computation of the prosodic features in
general cf. [8]
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or example, the measure bz-ma-av-F0 is the maximum
in an utterance of the average F0 values of its words with the
lues being baseline and z-score normalised. Features where
me operations are performed on word and on utterance

only receive one index. Thus, a-av-F0 is the mean absolute
lue of each word averaged over the utterance. In total, 48
ures based on F0 and energy were computed in this manner.

Correlations with perceived involvement

er to determine which features are useful for a classifier of
ots the rated utterances have to be related to the prosodic
es. For the analysis of the acoustic features 88 utterances
taken into account for which at least 3 ratings were avail-
Before correlations can be computed the utterances have
classified. But how can a class be assigned to an utter-

when not all raters agree? Since there is no ground truth
ermining the class label of an utterance, the class assigned
h utterance was determined as a weighted version of the
s. Thus, if an utterance had ratings for both classes its
es contributed accordingly with different weights to each
For example, for an utterance with 5 ratings as involved

he same number of ratings as non involved the value of
ature was weighted by 0.5 for each class. This is in fact
decision and accounts for the different ratings in an ade-
way. The results of these weighted means are displayed
ure 1.

he Figure shows the means and standard deviations for the
ost distinguishing features for involved (stars) and non in-
d (crosses) utterances (cf. Table 2 for the identity of the
es). For purposes of comparison across features with dif-

t ranges the values are mean and variance normalised with
ct to the values of each feature over all rated utterances. On
ft side are the features with a large difference between the
s of the two classes; on the right side are those with more
p. The differences between the two classes are significant

t, p < .01) for all features except the last three. Note that
ost affected features given in Table 3 are all F0 based —
rst energy feature appears only at place 14. Also, the first
es are all either baseline or z-score normalised or both. In
al, baseline and variance normalised features (bz-) show
rer separation indicating that F0 needs speaker normali-
with respect to both, variance and baseline. Not surpris-
absolute measures can distinguish less well between the

lasses. It is interesting to note that the features which are
ed most by involvement tend to be combinations of mean
aximum values of F0. This suggests that F0 is increased
eral whereas the range is not affected to the same extent.

d, the range of F0 b-rg-F0 occurs only at rank 19 in the
the most affected features.

Within-speaker comparison

ts so far are for all speakers. In order to show that the fea-
do not behave differently for individual speakers, Figure 2
s the values of the 16 features from Table 3 for one par-
r speaker. It turns out that the pattern remains similar and
ost distinguishing features are roughly the same. Further
tigations are necessary to analyse how much of the variance
features of the involvement classes in figure 1 are due to

ences between speakers. But this example suggests that
ormalisation removes a significant part of the variability

specific speakes.
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Figure 1: Means and standard deviations of the normalised
prosodic features of utterances of all speakers rated as involved
and not involved. The top 16 features are shown in the order
of the differences between the means of involved versus non
involved utterances.

1 bz-ma-av-F0 13 b-av-F0 25 bz-rg-F0 37 a-ma-F0
2 z-ma-av-F0 14 z-av-En 26 a-av-En 38 a-av-ma-F0
3 z-av-ma-F0 15 z-av-mi-F0 27 a-ma-En 39 a-av-F0
4 bz-av-F0 16 z-av-ma-En 28 a-rg-En 40 a-mi-En
5 bz-av-ma-F0 17 b-av-mi-F0 29 a-ma-av-En 41 b-mi-F0
6 z-ma-F0 18 z-ma-av-En 30 a-av-mi-En 42 z-mi-En
7 z-av-F0 19 b-rg-F0 31 b-mi-av-F0 43 a-rg-F0
8 bz-ma-F0 20 z-rg-En 32 z-mi-av-En 44 a-av-mi-F0
9 b-ma-av-F0 21 z-ma-En 33 a-mi-av-En 45 a-mi-av-F0
10 bz-av-mi-F0 22 z-av-mi-En 34 z-rg-F0 46 z-mi-av-F0
11 b-av-ma-F0 23 a-av-ma-En 35 bz-mi-F0 47 a-mi-F0
12 b-ma-F0 24 bz-mi-av-F0 36 a-ma-av-F0 48 z-mi-F0

Table 3: Features sorted according to the differences between
the means of involved versus non involved utterances.

5. Conclusion
Despite the subjective nature of the task, raters show significant
agreement in distinguishing involved from non-involved utter-
ances. Since the utterances of the perception task were given in
isolation to the human raters, it is likely that the judgments are
mainly based on acoustic cues. However, differences in perfor-
mance between native and nonnative raters indicate that judg-
ments on involvement are also influenced by the native language
of the listener.

Furthermore, reliable acoustic cues for involvement have
been found. The prosodic features of the rated utterances in-
dicate that involvement can be characterised by deviations in
F0 and energy. It is likely that this is a general effect over all
speakers as it was shown for a least one speaker that the most af-
fected features of an individual speaker were similar to the most
affected features that were computed over all speakers. If this
holds true for all speakers this is an indication that the applied
mean and variance as well as baseline normalisations are able to
remove most of the variability between speakers.

These results are promising towards our longer term goal of
automatically detecting hot spots in multi-party conversations.
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